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Saving to an image format Figure 2-1 shows an example of a raster image saved as a JPEG file format. You
must save the image in a JPEG format if you want the highest quality in your saved image. FIGURE 2-1: This

image is saved as a JPEG file. You save an image in several formats, including the following: * **JPG:** _Joint
Photographic Experts Group_ JPEG, the most popular format for transferring photographs over the Internet,

uses an _hashed variable-length coding_ (HVLC) format. * **GIF:** If you plan to share an image on the Web
or a personal-use image, save it as a GIF. GIF, developed as an extension to the popular _Graphics Interchange

Format_ (GIF), offers 256 colors instead of the millions available in color Photoshop. A GIF file holds only one
image, which is not a problem if you are sending only a single image. If you plan to include multiple pictures in
an e-mail or to use a GIF file on a Web page, you should learn more about _moving and animating images_ in
Chapter 7. * **PNG:** Developed by Apple, the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format allows more than

the 256
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Contents This tutorial describes how to open an image or a series of images in Photoshop Elements and how to
edit them. It includes the following sections: Screen Capture — How to capture an area of the screen and save it
as a new image. — How to capture an area of the screen and save it as a new image. Basic Image Operations —
How to use the basic image operations in Photoshop Elements such as trimming, cropping, and rotating images.

— How to use the basic image operations in Photoshop Elements such as trimming, cropping, and rotating
images. Color Adjustment — How to adjust colors in your images using the Levels tool and individual color

sliders. — How to adjust colors in your images using the Levels tool and individual color sliders. Smart Filters
— How to apply a filter to an image using the Filter Gallery tool. — How to apply a filter to an image using the

Filter Gallery tool. Image Enhancements — How to use the toolbox to edit your image. — How to use the
toolbox to edit your image. File Formats — How to save images in different formats in Photoshop Elements. —
How to save images in different formats in Photoshop Elements. Vignettes — How to create a vignette effect to

blend an image into a frame. — How to create a vignette effect to blend an image into a frame. Specialized
Tools — How to use the Specialized Tools such as the Snap tool, the selection tool, the pen tool, the magic wand

tool and the eraser tool. — How to use the Specialized Tools such as the Snap tool, the selection tool, the pen
tool, the magic wand tool and the eraser tool. High Dynamic Range (HDR) — How to enhance HDR images

using HDR software. — How to enhance HDR images using HDR software. Stamp — How to create a canvas to
use as a stamp and apply a mask to a portion of the image to use as a background. — How to create a canvas to

use as a stamp and apply a mask to a portion of the image to use as a background. Canvas Merge — How to join
two images together to make one larger image. — How to join two images together to make one larger image.

Reflection — How to create a reflection of one image in another. — How to create a reflection of one image in
another. HDR Merge a681f4349e
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- Fixed some string parsing issues in BBSTD.Neat.v2 - Fixed some string parsing issues in ModLoader.exe. -
Fixed a memory leak in ModLoader.exe. - Fixed a bad recursive call in Encrypt.exe - Fixed a bad recursive call
in Stadistics.exe - Fixed a bad recursive call in TSO.exe - Fixed problem with fstrw_useplugin not being reset
properly - Added -show option to run - Fixed an error in the string help - Fixed an error in the string help -
Fixed an error in the string help - Fixed some parameters in the string help - Fixed more parameters in the string
help - Fixed more parameters in the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Added a message box
with usage text to the client-server mode - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed an error with the string
help - Added strings to the string help - Fixed an error with the string help - Fixed an error with the string help -
Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string
help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the
string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with
the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Added some strings to the string help - Changed the way
the string help function works - Changed the way the string help function works - Changed the way the string
help function works - Fixed an error with the string help - Fixed an error with the string help - Fixed an error
with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a
problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help -
Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a problem with the string
help - Fixed a problem with the string help - Fixed a
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 CPU: 1.8 GHz or greater (XP support: AMD Athlon 1.8 GHz or
greater) Memory: 1 GB (XP support: 256MB) Hard Drive: 50 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT or ATI
Radeon HD 2600 or higher (XP support: NVIDIA GeForce 9500 GT or ATI Radeon 9500) DirectX: Version
9.0c Features: Runs on all platforms: Windows
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